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Abstract: Foundations are by their exceptionally nature 

mundane. They play out an utilitarian capacity, they 

exchange the heaps gathered by and beginning inside the 

structure to the supporting soil and they do it unobtrusively 

and without display. They are, in a word, self-destroying. In 

any case, shell foundations are extraordinary. Despite the 

fact that they, as well, have played out their capacity well 

and discreetly, be-reason for their extraordinary nature 

they have been contended against and loudly championed 

by construction men, school educators, engineers and 

walkway directors.  This paper provides the complete 

conceptual details regarding the Shell foundations. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Shell foundation [1] is considered practical when 

overwhelming burdens are to be conveyed by feeble 

foundation soils. Such circumstances require substantial 

measured foundations on account of the low bearing 

capcity.if we utilize twisting individuals, for example, chunks 

and shafts, the bowing minutes and shears in them will be 

huge and the areas required will likewise be vast. Shells 

which act for the most part in pressure or pressure will be 

more proficient and sparing in such circumstances. Indeed, 

even in littler foundations, the measure of materials that is 

essential for a shell to convey a heap will be impressively not 

as much as that required for twisting individuals, for 

example, bars and sections. Be that as it may, the work 

engaged with shell construction (in framing the shell surface, 

manufacturing steel, supervision, and so forth.) will be more 

than that is vital in ordinary kind of foundations. Along these 

lines, in such unique circumstances, one can think about the 

utilization of shells as foundations. Notwithstanding, we 

should likewise know that curves and numerous different 

types of shells, for example, reversed barrel shells, folded 

plates, and so forth can  additionally be utilized as 

foundation structure. Contrasted with rooftops, these shells 

when utilized as foundations will be littler in ranges and 

furthermore in ascend to thickness proportion. We should 

take note of that the power of burdens the shells need to 

convey as foundation structure will be especially bigger than 

in rooftops. The states of shells usually utilized as a part of 

civil engineering as appeared in figure 1. They are for the 

most part classified, in basic engineering as rotational 

and translational shells. Rotational shells, also called 

as shells of insurgency. Shell foundations are when all is said 

in done financial other options to plain shallow foundations 

in circumstances including substantial superstructural 

burdens to be transmitted to weaker soils. The utilization of 

shells in foundations, as in rooftops, prompts impressive 

sparing in materials, and on account of shells with the 

straight-line property and axisymmetric shells, this is  

 

accomplished without much additional contribution of work.  

The subsequent economy is considerable in the creating 

nations of the world – a large number of which are in the 

Asian area, Africa and Latin America – where materials of 

construction are rare and costly, however work, relatively 

shabby and rich. This factor alone indicates the requirement 

for the construction business in these nations to progressively 

float towards this procedure in light of a legitimate concern 

for moderating the rare materials of construction, if not 

economy itself. An additional favorable position is the 

extension they offer for precasting, on account of the 

prominent decrease in weight, which makes even huge size 

shell balance agreeable to precasting. This segment tosses 

light on the degree and characteristic focal points of the 

utilization of some select shells in various type of 

substructures, particularly foundations.   

  

II. TYPES OF SHELLS USED IN FOUNDATION 

The basic kinds of shells utilized as a part of Civil 

Engineering practice is given, 1) Domes, 2) Hyberbolic 

shells, 3) Cylindrical shells, 4) Paraboloidal shells, 5) 

Conoids(skew shells), 6) Combination of shells[1]. Shell 

surface are not well known for use as foundations because of 

such reasons as the trouble in precisely molding the surface 

for the foundation, and throwing the solid. Domes, 

roundabout paraboloids [2] are for the most part 

hypothetically workable for foundations. However, despite 

the fact that arrangement of these surfaces for rooftops is 

simple, it is significantly more troublesome for foundation 

than utilizing ordinary foundations, for example, pontoons 

and heaps. however , in view of the effortlessness in 

construction and framing the throwing surface of the cone 

and the hyperbolic paraboloids, these two shapes have been 

received, to a restricted degree, in commonsense 

construction. The agency of indian standards has additionally 

distributed IS 9456 (1980) Code of training for plan and 

construction of conical and hyperbolic paraboloid kind of 

shell foundations. 

 
Fig 1 commonly used shells and their (a)  Dome  (b)  

Hyperboloid  (c)  Cylindrical  shell  (d) Hyperbolic  

paraboloid  (f)  Conoids  (g) Water Tank 
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III. STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY AND ECONOMY OF 

SHELLS 

The essential contrast between a plain basic component like a 

section and a non-planar auxiliary component like a shell is 

that, while the previous opposes vertical burdens, including 

self weight, in flexure, similar burdens actuate principally a 

direct, in-plane or film condition of worry in a shell, which 

might be pressure, pressure or shear, however all lying in the 

plane of the shell. Concrete as a material of construction is 

most effective in coordinate pressure, minimum productive in 

strain, with the proficiency in bowing lying between the two. 

Along these lines if a plain rooftop [3]  piece is substituted by 

a shell, and if the geometry and limit states of the shell are 

with the end goal that the same connected load prompts a 

condition of film pressure, and that too of a low size, better 

material use comes about, which as far as configuration 

implies a considerable decrease in thickness. This 

diminishment in thickness, in any case, has been 

accomplished at the cost of additional surface region required 

by virtue of the ebb and flow of the shell, which implies that 

there is a net sparing in material gave the sparing 

acknowledged because of decrease in thickness more than 

balances the additional because of ebb and flow. A structure 

however takes its last shape just when the materials of 

construction are joined with work. Shell, which is a material-

sparing strategy, can be exceptionally work escalated relying 

on the complexity of its geometry. The above circumstance at 

any rate shows that the economy with the shell will be more 

articulated in nations where material of construction, for 

example, cement and steel, are rare and costly, however 

work, nearly shabby and rich. The last are trademark 

highlights of the economies of creating nations, especially in 

the Asian, African and Latin American districts. Truly, 

conventional materials of construction, for example, rubble, 

stone and block, not to talk about plain solid, which are all 

solid in pressure, yet feeble in strain, were placed as curves 

above divider openings subjecting them basically to pivotal 

pressure. With the appearance of strengthened cement, 

around the turn of the twentieth century, the curve offered 

path to the shaft, with the steel taking the pressure and 

cement the pressure, in the subsequent flexural state. The 

shell generally speaks to an inversion of this situation, that is, 

from twisting to pivotal pressure, subsequently holding out a 

solid message for nations of the previously mentioned 

locales.   

 

IV. SHELLS IN FOUNDATIONS – THE COST ASPECT 

On the off chance that a rooftop shell of the sort depicted 

above is reversed and put on soil, we have a shell foundation, 

and if the heap on the shell, which is the dirt response for this 

situation, incites a comparable condition of pressure, one has 

a perfect circumstance as far as basic execution. Between the 

two, be that as it may, despite the fact that shells have been 

appreciating boundless use in rooftops everywhere 

throughout the world since the 1920s, shells are moderately 

newcomers in the domain of foundations – beginning in the 

1950s just – and utilized as a part of occasions which are 

rare. Be that as it may, as in the superstructure, they have a 

trailblazer as block curves reversed and utilized as a part of 

foundations, in a few sections of the world, including India, 

from early circumstances. The twin characteristics of a shell 

[4] which suggests its utilization in rooftop are economy and 

style. Since the part of feel is of no worry on account of a 

covered structure like the foundation, it is the part of 

economy which alone holds the way to the acknowledgment 

and reception of shells in foundations.   

 

V. GEOMETRICAL FORMS OF SHELLS USED IN 

FOUNDATIONS 

Our piece of this subject in this Module is basically kept to 

the geometrical part of shells which are possibly suited for 

use in foundations, other than a couple of viewpoints, for 

example, near cost, expressed above, other than construction.  

 

The cone  

The frustum of an upright cone is maybe the least difficult 

shape in which a shell can be put to use in foundations. 

While littler shells of this write can fill in as footings for 

sections – ideally round segments – substantial shells can fill 

in as pontoons for tower-formed structures, for example, 

fireplace shafts . A noteworthy constraint of an axisymmetric 

shells, for example, the cone, emerging out of its round 

arrangement, is that its utilization is restricted to singular 

units, not at all like the hypar shell which fits blends. It might 

be brought up at this phase, conical shell foundations of this 

compose are fundamentally unique in relation to the 

utilization of this shell as a substructure connecting a 

superstructure, for example, a TV tower, bolstered on an 

annular pontoon at the base [5]. A cone in the reversed 

position can likewise fill in as the foundation for a guyed 

pole , or a cylindrical tank. The frustum of a reversed cone 

can likewise substitute for an annular pontoon under a 

conical substructure.  

 

The round area  

The part of a round arch in the reversed position can fill in as 

a pontoon for cylindrical structures, or overhead structures 

upheld on a roundabout line of segments, the last laying on a 

round ring shaft at the best.  

 

The above shape is attainable when the zone of help, directed 

by soil conditions, does not surpass the arrangement region 

of the superstructure. Under more grounded soil conditions, 

and the correspondingly diminished region necessity, the 

above shell can be sent in an annular shape. In any case, 

when the zone necessity surpasses the arrangement zone of 

the structure, the region of the foundation can be expanded 

by the essential sum by joining the circular area framing the 

internal unit with an external unit as the frustum of an 

upright cone. The internal shell of the consolidated shell 

foundations of this compose can likewise be in an annular 

frame. The case showed in such a blend with the frustum of a 

rearranged cone in the inward unit and the frustum of an 

upright cone in the external, bringing about a twofold cone 

collapsed shell. A shell pontoon of this compose can 

supplant plain annular pontoons to incredible auxiliary 

preferred standpoint.  
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The hyperbolic paraboloid  

Among the shells which have come into more extensive use 

in foundations, the hyperbolic paraboloid (or 'hypar' or h.p. in 

short) has been the premier on account of its adaptability 

which empowers it to be conveyed in singular footings – 

square or rectangular, with the segment put halfway or with 

single or twofold erraticism – joined footings and pontoons.  

 

The hyperbolic paraboloidal [6] shell is created by moving an 

arched parabola over a sunken parabola, or the other way 

around, at right edges to each other, which delivers a doubly-

bended shell, with ebbs and flows in inverse ways. Flat 

planes converge this surface along hyperbolae and 

consequently the name 'hyperbolic paraboloid'. What is 

however striking is the way that such a shell which sounds 

incredibly mind boggling, both in name and geometry, is in 

the meantime an extremely straightforward shape, when it is 

understood that, along the bearings slanted at 450 to the 

headings of the above (central) parabola, the surface 

comprises of straight lines, at different slants – called the 

straight-line generators of the shell – which make it a 'doubly 

managed' surface. The last is the most striking geometrical 

property of the shell, at any rate from the construction 

perspective, which is viably abused in profiling the dirt, 

influencing the reinforcement to flame broil and throwing 

and completing the shell on account of the foundation. It has 

been said of this shell it is 'fundamentally as productive as it 

is geometrically exquisite'.  

 

The hyperbolic paraboloid [6] had been an early most loved 

in rooftops where fragments of this shell were participated in 

befuddling blends delivering all encompassing rooftop 

profiles with high tasteful interest. One such shape was the 

rearranged umbrella rooftop upheld on a solitary focal 

segment . It was in the long run understood that this shape 

could be reversed and utilized as footings for sections . Since 

these footings are the consequence of transforming the 

modified umbrella rooftop, they have procured the famous 

name umbrella footings. Such a shell balance is comprised of 

four quadrants of the h.p. shell combined by an arrangement 

of edge and edge shafts, the last ending at the segment base.  

 

The h.p. shell, regardless of whether in rooftop or foundation, 

owes quite a bit of its notoriety to the spearheading 

endeavors of the prestigious Mexican Engineer-Architect 

Felix Candela, who is likewise viewed as the father of 

present day shell foundations. 

 

VI. COST ANALYSIS 

It has been conceivable to create articulations for the 

proportion of cost between shell footings and plain footings, 

both intended for a similar segment stack P, and a similar soil 

weight p – at the end of the day, having similar arrangement 

measurements. This has been conceivable by inferring 

articulations for the amounts of cement and steel in either 

case as elements of P and p and applying the proportion of 

unit cost r, amongst steel and concrete, both set in position, 

including work. They all uncover that the economy with the 

shell increments with expanding section stack and 

diminishing soil weight, the last applying to weaker soils. 

Among the three shells, the most positive outcomes are 

shown in regard of the round shell, the 'twofold pressure' in 

the shell clarifying the same. The proportion of weights 

between the shell and plain balance choices is, be that as it 

may, completely for the shell. As respects the cost 

proportion, the pivotal factor in the investigation is the unit 

cost proportion r amongst steel and solid, which is both 

nation and time-particular. This implies, the photo of relative 

economy can change in any case, from nation to nation, and 

starting with one purpose of time then onto the next.  

 

It ought to be accentuated at this phase the way that shell 

foundations are less expensive on weaker soils (lesser 

esteems for p) does not infer that the same constitutes a 

geotechnical answer for frail soils. It just implies that a shell 

balance, which is just a basic other option to a plain balance, 

can be sparing under specific conditions as far as burdens 

and soil responses. By a similar token one ought to likewise 

take note of that a shell foundation, which is a shallow 

foundation, isn't intended to supplant a profound foundation 

where soil conditions entirely point to the requirement for 

the last mentioned [7].   

 

VII. CONSTRUCTION OF SHELL FOUNDATIONS 

Shell foundations can be developed in-situ or precast. In the 

in-situ technique, the center soil, which is the crystal of soil 

underneath the shell lying in contact with the bended shell 

surface, regardless of whether it is the characteristic soil at 

site or imported from somewhere else for this reason, can be 

profiled by pivoting a layout about a focal vertical post, on 

account of axisymmetric shells, and by moving a straight 

edge on account of a ruled surface, for example, the hypar 

shell.  

 

Precast construction  

While shell foundations have been thrown in-situ in the 

greater part of occurrences, the benefits of the shell, 

regarding its gentility and resulting transportability are best 

abused in precasting. Such precast shell footings can be 

thrown in altered concrete and wooden molds. Regardless of 

whether the construction is in-situ or precast, it is imperative 

to guarantee that there is ideal contact between the balance 

and the center soil at all focuses on the balance soil interface. 

In precast construction it won't be practical to slice the dirt to 

the required profile and then introduce the balance, on the 

grounds that in doing as such, culminate balance soil contact 

can't be guaranteed under all conditions. Rather, the footings 

are introduced in trenches sliced to level base. In the wake of 

focusing and leveling, the center soil is set up by emptying 

dry sand into the space underneath through an opening gave 

in the segment base at the season of throwing . This sand is 

compacted by a remote method called outward impact 

compaction created by the creator at IIT Madras (1974) 

which does the procedure of compaction with extraordinary 

speed and productivity. There is to be sure a solid case for 

setting up a precasting industry, using a coordinated way to 

deal with all perspectives relating to the automated plan, 

throwing, curing, stockpiling, transportation and 
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establishment of such footings.  

 

The procedure of remote compaction  

The radial impact compaction specified above, is affected by 

methods for a basic hardware called a radiating vane rotor 

which comprises of a turning shaft conveying falling vanes or 

edges, planned as a straightforward connection to a 

conventional needle vibrator utilized for compacting new 

concrete. In the system, subsequent to pouring a cluster of 

dry sand, the rotor is embedded into the empty space 

underneath through the opening in the section base. At the 

point when the engine is presently exchanged on, the vanes 

open out consequently because of the diffusive activity and 

begin pivoting at high speeds. This fast turn of the vanes 

makes an overwhelming impact in the empty space, affected 

by which, the sand particles turn out to be rapidly air-borne 

and begin moving radially outwards with high speeds. These 

particles crash against the internal surfaces of the shell 

balance and settle down to places of most extreme thickness. 

The succeeding particles consistently are consequently 

compelled to involve positions leaving the minimum of 

voids, in this way offering ascend to greatest compaction. As 

this procedure proceeds with, the whole space gets logically 

topped off from the fringe inwards. The work can be halted 

on achieving the focal bit which is specifically available for 

manual compaction through the opening. The strategy has 

been observed to be exceptionally palatable as far as office of 

work, speed, level of compaction and general 

effectiveness[7] . 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper provides the complete review about the shell 

foundation in civil engineering , its types and implementation 

and cost analysis in order to give the complete idea about the 

usage of shell foundations. 
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